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Europe 2023-11-09 whether as an epic battleground or a cradle of civilizations europe has left an enduring imprint on the history of the world for over two millennia from megalithic civilizations through ancient times the

renaissance the industrial revolution the rise of nationalism two world wars and the years that followed this book looks beyond a series of distinct national histories to offer the history of europe as an often shared experience

across one continent this book delves into events such as the fall of the berlin wall traces the continents evolution from the collapse of communism through the iraq war global financial crisis brexit and russia s invasion of

ukraine and then looking forward it explores what would be necessary for the continent to remain a global power player for years to come

Jean Monnet: The First Statesman of Interdependence 2022-08-10 a brilliant biography of one of the pivotal and least likely creators of a new european world monnet s career in international affairs began with his place on an

anglo french supply mission to the united states in world war i flourished in world war ii and had its lasting impact with the postwar monnet plan for economic renewal in france and his push for franco german reconciliation

through the schuman plan monnet had the most extraordinary links to people in power especially in the united states self effacing operating usually without formal office and always without direct political ambition he could

effectively mobilize his connections to promote common institutions for a new civilianized europe duchêne who worked with monnet for ten years has done vast archival research and illuminates monnet s career in its full

historical context more he offers a comprehensive analysis of monnet s basic premises aims and inspired dogged ways of pursuing and often achieving his goals duchêne is a splendid analyst and stylist with a gift for the

elegant and incisive phrase the book is long but so was monnet s life a great achievement fritz stern foreign affairs this intelligently sympathetic but in no sense uncritical biography shows how jean monnet 1888 1979 this

conspirator in the public interest worked with and through others to create institutions from which european unity could grow jack hayward the new york times a first rate biography of monnet by a close collaborator disciple max

beloff the national interest in this absorbing dramatic biography duchêne an economist correspondent and former aide to monnet closely reassesses the achievements of an entrepreneur in the public interest this long overdue

biography brings him out of the shadows publishers weekly t he best available biography of the founder of modern european integration george ross french politics and society duchêne who worked with monnet for the best part

of a turbulent decade provides a fascinating insight into monnet the man his working methods and the forces that drove him from one challenge to another this highly entertaining account of the european union s formative years

is not only accessible to the general reader but may also offer some much needed inspiration for the current generation of policy makers politico this wise original and timely book should be read and pondered not only by

anyone interested in jean monnet but also by everyone concerned with the european union today based on personal knowledge deep reflection and diligent research it paints an honest warts and all portrait of a quite

extraordinary man richard mayne the world today t his excellent biography provides an authoritative assessment of monnet s role at the centre of many great events which all future historians will have to take into account roger

morgan international affairs duchêne monnet s aide and a correspondent for the economist here sets out to chart the remarkable if somewhat obscure life of the architect of the european community and also a lesser known fact

of america s wartime munitions effort men like monnet according to duchêne were able to create the eec because they were not politicians but enlightened technocrats a breed with a bad name these days as this book makes

clear however technocrats can be a saving grace in periods of turmoil this is not a very personal book but it does reveal a complete and satisfying picture of a complex age of transition for western europe kirkus u n travail

sérieux et particulièrement honnête le mystère de jean monnet méritera encore de nombreuses recherches mais notre connaissance a progressé grâce à ce livre philippe mioche politique étrangère

The Euro and the Battle of Ideas 2016-08-04 how philosophical differences between eurozone nations led to the euro crisis and where to go from here why is europe s great monetary endeavor the euro in trouble a string of

economic difficulties in greece ireland spain italy and other eurozone nations has left observers wondering whether the currency union can survive in this book markus brunnermeier harold james and jean pierre landau argue

that the core problem with the euro lies in the philosophical differences between the founding countries of the eurozone particularly germany and france but the authors also show how these seemingly incompatible differences

can be reconciled to ensure europe s survival as the authors demonstrate germany a federal state with strong regional governments saw the maastricht treaty the framework for the euro as a set of rules france on the other hand

with a more centralized system of government saw the framework as flexible to be overseen by governments the authors discuss how the troubles faced by the euro have led its member states to focus on national as opposed

to collective responses a reaction explained by the resurgence of the battle of economic ideas rules vs discretion liability vs solidarity solvency vs liquidity austerity vs stimulus weaving together economic analysis and historical
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reflection the euro and the battle of ideas provides a forensic investigation and a road map for europe s future

The Political Comedy of Europe 1880 this book follows the many echoes of jean racine s oeuvre across europe from courts to schools to other arts opening up vistas for further exploration across cultural and political borders

Jean Racine, Echoes Across Europe 2021 how did the far right go from illegitimate fringe to contender for public office and did europe have anything to do with it europe as ideological resource argues that european integration

functioned as an ideological resource for far right parties looking for legitimation because it enabled them to refashion their political message in a more acceptable form while maintaining the allegiance of their existing supporters

drawing on the qualitative analysis of over 400 documents produced by the movimento sociale italiano alleanza nazionale in italy 1978 2009 and the rassemblement national in france 1978 2019 lorimer identifies the core

concepts and discourses the parties used to talk about europe and the legitimation mechanisms associated with them the book s narrative is developed through the analysis of four key concepts the concept of identity which

enabled the parties to transnationalise their message and create a positive association between themselves and europe the concept of liberty which made it possible for them to foster an image of actors holding uncontroversial

positions the concept of threat which helped them promote the idea that desperate times call for desperate measures and the concept of national interest which helped them stress commitment to core principles in their ideology

ever since its re emergence on the european political scene scholars have sought to explain the mainstreaming of the far right by understanding how the process of european integration facilitated its transition from the margins

to the mainstream this book adds one piece to the puzzle of far right legitimation

Historical View of the Literature of the South of Europe 1895 the second novel in the earth s children series jean m auel s internationally bestselling reconstruction of pre historic life when two kinds of human beings neanderthal

and cro magnon shared the earth forced to leave the clan and her young son ayla sets out alone to travel the frigid steppes until she comes across the valley of horses unable to find people like herself the cro magnons she

settles there and seeks friendship elsewhere first she adopts a young filly then a wounded lion cub but far to the west two young cro magnon brothers have begun a journey one of them is jondalar whose destiny is bound

inextricably with ayla s set 25 000 years in the past yet utterly relatable today the valley of horses is an epic tale of love identity and the struggle to survive rich in detail of language culture myth and ritual praise for jean m auel

beautiful exciting imaginative new york times a major bestseller a remarkable work of imagination daily express

Europe as Ideological Resource 2024-03-13 with the creation of the european union and the introduction of the euro europe has undergone a dizzying transformation recently so much so that even europeans are scratching their

heads melissa rossi brings us readers up to date on what has changed and what makes each country tick which european nation most adores nuclear energy which country s residents are by far the richest which prominent

leader was once a taxi driver why are the typically calm dutch getting twitchy what happened to czechoslovakia with her trademark investigative flair and wry humor rossi gives the inside scoop on every nation in the european

union with vital facts about local culture politics tourist attractions and recent events from portugal to poland what every american should know about europe is a no holds barred humorous and comprehensive guide for anyone

interested in what our transatlantic cousins are up to these days

The Valley of Horses 2010-12-21 this book arises out of a specially commissioned issue of west european politics marking the journal s 30th anniversary it examines the profound changes in the european political landscape over

the last three decades including the fall of communism progressive european integration territorial restructuring public sector reforms at european national regional and local levels changes in democratic participation protest

elections political communication political parties and party competition and challenges to the welfare state the book also discusses how political science has responded to these changes in terms of its substantive focus concepts

methods and theories many of the 17 contributions included identify important challenges for the future including those stemming from eu integration the reduced electoral accountability of politicians the problematic legitimation

of party government and the sharpening of the edges of the state contributors include k a anderson f c castles c crouch m egeberg m ferrera h goetz l hooghe e m immergut r f inglehart m keating h d klingemann h kriesi m

lodge j lovenduski p mair g marks y mény l morlino h obinger v a schmidt p c schmitter and g smith this book was published as a special issue of west european politics

What Every American Should Know About Europe 2006-11-28 first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
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European Politics 2013-09-13 jean baudrillard is characterized as the last prophet of europe not just because he was a prominent thinker french philosopher and author of more than 50 works and essays that examine modern

consumer society in depth events and phenomena described by baudrillard in his works 20 30 years ago are taking place today by means of his writings he described his view of the world and explained why people and society

are the way they are he encrypted in his works a system that allows for making accurate prognosis there was no book until this that could have demonstrated the integral system of baudrillard s philosophy baudrillard did not

share it with anybody and did not describe it explicitly as a whole figuratively speaking he deconstructed his system into bricks his writings then built a building out of them numbered each brick and dismantled the building and

burned the schemes in the book baudrillard maestro the last prophet of europe oleg maltsev thoroughly analyzes each brick and constructs baudrillard s system presenting to readers for the first time a complete model the tools

used by baudrillard and his philosophy throughout the 16 chapters of this book the author looks into all kinds of subjects raised by baudrillard with practical examples among which the masses the kingdom of the blind the silent

majority perfect crime european mysticism the symbolic system and many other phenomena are examined from the viewpoint of the scholar the author also shares his research results based on the philosophy and sociology of

baudrillard dr maltsev then examines jean baudrillard s works some of which had been translated into russian for the first time his photographic pieces and interviews people who personally knew baudrillard his critics and fellow

researchers this work is a practical book for modern people who want to have an objective view of the current state of affairs and take responsibility for their present and future it provides an idea for the use of the philosophy

sociology and radical anthropology of baudrillard as the foundation of personal achievement efficiency and safety in such unstable and uncertain conditions of a constantly changing environment

International Dictionary of Historic Places: Southern Europe 1995 european identity is as much a problem as an opportunity although it is impossible to provide an all encompassing definition of what it means to be european

historicising and contextualising this problem may well lead to the clarification and even creation of a european identity this is the contention of this volume which approaches this complex notion from an inter and

transdisciplinary perspective examining facets ranging from the citizen to cultural politics from literature to traditional and digital media from the us to china as complex as this idea is this volume will extend the reader s

understanding of the timely and promising problematisation of what may be termed european identity

Maestro. Jean Baudrillard. The Last Prophet of Europe 2014-03-17 an illuminating and comprehensive exploration of a subject which has dominated the british political scene for much of the period since the second world war

through a wide and varied collection of documents complemented by detailed and perceptive analysis this book explores britain s reactions to the dynamics of european integration key subjects covered include european unity

and missed opportunities in the early post war years the commonwealth dimension and the special relationship britain s belated attempts to join the ec in the 1960s the singlecurrency 0l many of its numerous sources are made

widely accessible here for the first time it is an invaluable resource for all students of politics modern british history and european studies

Transfigurations of the European Identity 2012-11-12 ayla the heroine first introduced in the clan of the cave bear is known and loved by millions of readers now in the plains of passage ayla s story continues ayla and jondalar

set out on horseback across the windswept grasslands of ice age europe to the hunter gatherers of their world who have never seen tame animals ayla and jondalar appear enigmatic and frightening the mystery surrounding the

woman who speaks with a strange accent and talks to animals with their own sounds is heightened by her uncanny control of a large powerful wolf the tall yellow haired man who rides by her side is also held in awe not only for

the magnificent stallion he commands but also for his skill as a crafter of stone tools and for the new weapon he devises the spear thrower in the course of their cross continental odyssey ayla and jondalar encounter both

savage enemies and brave friends together they learn that the vast and unknown world can be difficult and treacherous but breathtakingly beautiful and enlightening as well all the pain and pleasure bring them closer to their

ultimate destination for the orphaned ayla and the wandering jondalar must reach that place on earth they can call home as sweeping and spectacular as the land she creates jean m auel s the plains of passage is an

astonishing novel of discovery danger and love a triumph for one of the world s most original and popular authors this ebook includes the full text of the novel plus the following additional content an earth s children series

sampler including free chapters from the other books in jean m auel s bestselling series a q a with the author about the earth s children series

Britain and European Integration 1945-1998 2010-10-06 during the middle ages castles and other fortified buildings were a common feature of the european landscape as central powers rose and fell the insecurity of the times
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inspired a revival of fortifications first introduced in the roman empire despite limitations in construction techniques and manpower medieval fortifications were continuously adapted to meet new political circumstances and

weapons technology here is an illustrated guide to the architecture of medieval fortifications from the first castles to the fortified cities of the 15th and 16th centuries in hundreds of detailed and thoroughly researched pen and ink

drawings historian and artist jean denis g g lepage introduces the reader to the development and diversity of european medieval military architecture each drawing is accompanied by meticulous descriptions of types of buildings

e g motte and bailey castles built in defenses arrow slits pepper pot towers and particular castles and cities the mont saint michel the city of jerusalem elements of medieval warfare and weaponry are also covered in drawings

and text

The Plains of Passage (with Bonus Content) 2015-05-20 the contributors to this book examine the issues of constitutional choice that face the governments and citizens of today s europe divided into three sections this study

addresses questions of political legitimacy and the meaning of democratic deficit in the eu the reality of what institutional reforms and decision making processes are possible and the rights of citizenship and values that should

be protected

Castles and Fortified Cities of Medieval Europe 2003-09-02 collective action in the european union addresses fundamental questions surrounding the european political economy the impressive array of contributors ask how and

why collective action is formed at the european level they also consider whether collective action at the transnational level is driven by rational utility maximising behaviour or whether explanations couched in social terms are

more convincing many of the chapters introduce fresh empirical studies in the domains of business the professions consumers and environmental interests

Political Theory and the European Union 2013-09-13 now covering the whole of europe from the french revolution to the present day this major new edition has been completely revised and brought up to date the approach

embraces the whole continent from both national and regional perspectives and combines political survey with grass roots people history bringing this history vividly to life the authors use a very broad range of sources including

memoirs archives letters songs and newspapers in particular there is new treatment of the following themes religion and the modern papacy immigration in europe and relationships between minority and majority groups unesco

the european bill of rights the seeds of conflict in bosnia and croatia europe s relations with the wider world with particular attention to the middle east and japan

Collective Action in the European Union 2014-06-06 this work analyses ireland s relationship with the eu in the wake of ireland s shock no vote to the treaty of nice and the major changes in the eu since enlargement the book

will be invaluable to anyone interested in contemporary irish politics and economics

Modern Europe, 1789-Present 1960 the cambridge yearbook of european legal studies provides a forum for the scrutiny of significant issues in european union law the law of the council of europe and comparative law with a

european dimension and particularly those which have come to the fore during the year preceding publication the contributions appearing in the collection are commissioned by the centre for european legal studies cels

cambridge which is the research centre of cambridge university law faculty specialising in european legal issues the papers presented are all at the cutting edge of the fields which they address and reflect the views of

recognised experts drawn from the university world legal practice and the civil services of both the eu and its member states inclusion of the comparative dimension brings a fresh perspective to the study of european law and

highlights the effects of globalisation of the law more generally and the resulting cross fertilisation of norms and ideas that has occurred among previously sovereign and separate legal orders the cambridge yearbook of

european legal studies is an invaluable resource for those wishing to keep pace with legal developments in the fast moving world of european integration individual chapters please click on the link below to purchase individual

chapters from volume 4 through ingenta connect ingentaconnect com subscription to series to place an annual online subscription or a print standing order through hart publishing please click on the link below please note that

any customers who have a standing order for the printed volumes will now be entitled to free online access hartjournals co uk cyels subs editorial advisory board philip allott tony arnull catherine barnard alan dashwood dan

goyder cbe rosa greaves bob hepple david o keeffe lord lester of herne hill qc david vaughan qc angela ward david williams q c d a wyatt q c founding editors alan dashwood and angela ward

Europe's Freedom Fighter: Taras Shevchenko, 1814-1861 2002 the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the organisation for economic co operation and
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development oecd each volume contains a detailed survey of the history structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up to date chart providing a clear overview of the member states of each organisation each

volume contains a comprehensive bibliography covering the year s relevant publications

European Access 2005-11-29 this book presents essays on current research in medieval and early modern environmental history by historians and social scientists in honor of richard c hoffmann

Ireland and the European Union 2002-11-27 introduces the history customs beliefs and accomplishments of people living in europe asia africa polynesia and the americas during the fifteenth century

Cambridge Yearbook of European Legal Studies Vol 4, 2001 1967-07-01 this student friendly textbook offers a comprehensive introduction to globalization studies and the european union within a multipolar world it provides its

readers with critical analysis of the key concepts of multilateral global and regional governance and europe s role in the world and this in an accessible and intelligible fashion this volume collects contributions by eminent

scholars from world class universities from five different continents as such this unique exercise in transnational multi disciplinary cooperation provides extensive coverage of the main issues pertaining to multilateral cooperation

notably its history troubles legitimacy challenges and efficiency questions from a variety of national perspectives the book covers the major issues confronting students of european and global studies amongst which pressing

security challenges new forms of institutionalized cooperation shifting international trade flows the notion of responsibility to protect social imbalances and environmental emergencies the need for less contingent forms of

legitimacy for global regulation as well as global public opinion and transnational civil society networks each chapter includes a summary of its salient points methodological indications illuminating illustrations and a suggested list

for further reading this textbook strives to help students develop a better and more secure grasp of the innovative balance between interdisciplinary openness and disciplinary rigor when engaging with global governance studies

comparative regionalism normative studies international political economy or international law

European Yearbook / Annuaire Europeen 1965 2010-02-25 this book provides a practical handbook for legislation written by a team of experts practitioners and scholars it invites national institutions to apply its teachings in the

context of their own drafting manuals and laws analysis focuses on general principles and best practice within the context of the different systems of government in europe questions explored include subsidiarity legitimacy

efficacy effectiveness efficiency proportionality monitoring and regulatory impact assessment taking a practical approach which starts from evidence based rationality it represents essential reading for all practitioners in the field

of legislative drafting

Ecologies and Economies in Medieval and Early Modern Europe 1992 this book examines the european left s attempt to think and give shape to an alternative type of european integration a social europe during the long 1970s

based on fresh archival material it shows that the western european left in particular social democratic parties trade unions and to a lesser extent eurocommunist parties formulated a project to turn capitalist europe into a

workers europe this project favoured coordinated measures for wealth redistribution market regulation a democratisation of the economy and of european institutions upward harmonisation of social and fiscal systems more

inclusive welfare regimes guaranteed employment economic and social planning with greater consideration for the environment increased public spending to meet collective needs greater control of capital flows and multinational

corporations a reduction in working time and a fairer international economic order favouring the global south during the pivotal years following 1968 deeply marked by labour militancy new social movements economic crisis and

the unmaking of the postwar compromise a window of opportunity opened in which european integration could have taken different roads the defeat of social europe was a result of a decade long social conflict which ended with

the affirmation of a neoliberal europe investigating this forgotten struggle and the reasons of its defeat can be useful not just to scholars and students eager to understand the historical evolution of european integration the

european left and european capitalism but also to anyone interested in building alternative european and global futures

The World in 1492 2016-04-22 the first one volume complete history of europe as told by europeans themselves from homo erectus to the celts to greek wisdom and roman grandeur all of the way to the european phenomenon

the industrial revolution this is the definitive way to discover the real modern europe progressively unfolding because looking back to the past reveals more about our future than we ever expected and only by knowing how

europe came to be can we know what really lies ahead whilst experiencing constant turbulence and change europe has made an astonishing mark on the world how did one small continent become so powerful how did such
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diverse islands come together to act as one how did a diplomatic society descend into bloodshed and what does that mean for europe today for two millenia europe has been a superpower it s fretted coastlines it s many

religions and revolutions have all shaped what it is now and with more change ahead jean baptiste duroselle s europe including a special and up to date introduction from anthony teasdale director general for parliamentary

research and former special advisor for the deputy prime minister couldn t be better timed it is a much needed portrayal of our ever turbulent europe

Globalisation, Multilateralism, Europe 2017-02-23 should turkey become a part of the european union this heated debate has been going on for many years now always under the assumption that it is the membership candidate

alone who needs to adjust to the eu s influence the book s main argument is precisely that the turkish accession needs to be analyzed not only by looking at the eu s impact on turkish transformation but also from an angle that

captures the turkish role in recasting europe

Legislation in Europe 2022-10-20 the index to the biographical archive of the middle ages makes accessible about 130 000 biographical articles from nearly 200 volumes the entries contain short biographical information on

approx 95 000 persons from europe and the middle east who shaped the cultural development and the religious life during one thousand years

Social Europe, the Road not Taken 2023-03-28 the european union and global governance a handbook aims to analyse contemporary debates in european studies in order to provide lessons for the development design and

normative evaluation of global governance it brings together scholars of european studies and international relations where much of the literature on regional and global governance is located thereby providing interdisciplinary

lessons from the study of european union and its governance that can be used to re evaluate processes of global governance each chapter examines methodological theoretical or empirical discussions within european studies

in order to draw insights for current developments in global governance

Europe 2016-01-18 a look at the extreme right in europe

Divergent Pathways: Turkey and the European Union 2011-03-01 this book examines the exclusion of minority languages and their speakers from the mainstream domains of everyday social life in postcolonial zimbabwe it

considers forces of hegemonic nation building subtle cultural oppression and a desire for linguistic uniformity as major factors contributing to the social exclusion of zimbabweans from language groups other than shona and

ndebele the book interprets the various forms of language based exclusion exercised by shona and ndebele language speakers over minority groups as constituting a form of linguistic imperialism contrary to the popular view

that english is zimbabwe s killer language which should be replaced by selected indigenous languages that are perceived as more nationally authentic and better grounded in both pre and post imperial frameworks this book

argues that linguistic imperialism has very little to do with whether the dominating language is foreign or indigenous the author discusses oral submissions from minority language speakers language experts policy makers and

educators while the focus is specifically on the politics of language and identity in zimbabwe this case study gives an insight into the complexity of identity and nation building in postcolonial africa

Biographical Index of the Middle Ages 2010-12-14 the global security strategy launched in june 2016 by the high representative of the union for foreign affairs and security federica mogherini is key to addressing global pressures

in a world undergoing continuous transformation and change and in which this 27 member state political system strives not only to adapt but also to play a more decisive role now and in the future on the global agenda this book

aims to introduce readers to the theory and practice of the eu s external action which is based on the principles and values that guide it and that it aims to promote throughout the world democracy rule of law human rights and

fundamental freedoms solidarity respect for the principles of the united nations charter and international law and specifically it aims to introduce readers to the intricacies of eu policy and its role in the mediterranean bringing

them closer to a comprehensive analysis of the links between the union and its southern neighbours with a special focus on the european neighbourhood policy and the impact of energy supply and the environment on security

and defence the reflections presented here aim through the dissemination of the results of the main activities of the jean monnet module theumed to draw the attention of eu policymakers on the southern border of the union in

order to strengthen common understanding between its member states on the issues of the south and with the southern and eastern mediterranean countries to address new challenges in the fields of cooperation and

international security and defence in the region thus they include the observations of the main members of the academic team of the project and two course graduates we hope not to leave readers indifferent and that they enjoy
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reading this volume

The European Union and Global Governance 1994 this book analyses the founding years of consumer law and consumer policy in europe it combines two dimensions the making of national consumer law and the making of

european consumer law and how both are intertwined the chapters on germany italy the nordic countries and the united kingdom serve to explain the economic and the political background which led to different legal and policy

approaches in the then old member states from the 1960s onwards the chapter on poland adds a different layer the one of a former socialist country with its own consumer law and how joining the eu affected consumer law at

the national level the making of european consumer law started in the 1970s rather cautiously but gradually the european commission took an ever stronger position in promoting not only european consumer law but also in

supporting the building of the european consumer organisation beuc the umbrella organisation of the national consumer bodies the book unites the early protagonists who were involved in the making of consumer law in europe

guido alpa ludwig krämer ewa letowska hans w micklitz klaus tonner iain ramsay and thomas wilhelmsson supported by the younger generation aneta wiewiórowska domagalska mateusz grochowski and koen docter who

reconstructs the history of beuc niklas olsen and thomas roethe analyse the construction of this policy field from a historical and sociological perspective this book offers a unique opportunity to understand a legal and political

field that of consumer law and policy which plays a fundamental role in our contemporary societies

The Dark Side of Europe 2009 this book contributes to an ongoing debate about the eu as a global actor the organization s ability to speak with one voice in energy affairs and the external dimension of the regulatory state

investigating whether the energy union amounts to a fundamental shift towards europe s new liberal mercantilism it gathers high level contributors from academia and the policy world to shed light on the changing nature of the

eu s use of power in one of its most crucial policy fields it argues that the energy union epitomizes a change in the eu s approach to managing its economic power whilst the eu remains committed to a liberal approach to

international political economy it seems ready to promote regulation for the purpose of augmenting its own power at the expense of others notably russia this edited collection will appeal to political scientists economists and

energy experts div

The Politics of Language and Nation Building in Zimbabwe 2022-07-11 this volume examines in an innovative and applied perspective the interdependence between the role of international organizations the existence of global

public goods and the need of sustainable development moreover it is set within the context of current challenges in today s world of dramatic transition and clearly responds to the need for filling the existing research gap in this

area it also demonstrates excellent knowledge of primary resources and a very good mastery of the various concepts and policy issues moreover it offers an important added value to the theory research and recent publications

of the concerned broad study field contributors are aleksandra borowicz leiza brumat diego caballero vélez giuseppe t cirella rasa daugėlienė agnieszka domańska małgorzata dziembała lenka fojtíková katja zajc kejžar

agnieszka kłos ewa kosycarz anatoliy kruglashov andrzej latoszek ewa latoszek mirella mărcuț willem molle ewa osuch rak marta pachocka nina ponikvar magdalena proczek angela maria romito piotr stolarczyk aleksandra

szczerba and anna wójtowicz

The EU and the Mediterranean in light of the Global EU Security Strategy. Future challenges in neighbourhood, security and defence policies 2021-11-04 this volume looks at how courts and the police handle racial

discrimination in europe the chapters show that beyond legal technique neither the legislators nor the judges escape from their own emotions when responding to racial discrimination but as the authors point out emotions are not

always negative they can also help in a positive way in judicial interpretation the study profiles five countries germany uk estonia portugal and spain each of these belong both to the european union and to the council of europe

coverage examines the responsibility of the public powers more specifically of the legislative and judicial power both of the police and of the judiciary in persecuting racist behavior in addition the authors also consider the

increase in racism in groups of citizens the authors argue that racial justice is a proactive reinforcement of policies practices attitudes and actions that lead to equal access to opportunities for all after reading this book readers

will gain a better understanding of the reasoning of legislators police and judges when dealing with racial discrimination in europe today
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